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Synopsis
Simply Beautiful, Inside and Out? An immediate best seller published in full color. It's about beauty without vanity, made easy. Learn to make the most of what you've got and do it effortlessly, every day! Great insights to simplify your makeup, downsize your closet, dress your style, save time and money shopping, appreciate your natural beauty and shine from the inside out. Jill Krieger Swanson, author and nationally recognized as a color and image consultant is a sought after conference and seminar presenter.
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Customer Reviews
Jill does such fabulous job explaining the basics of beauty -- understanding color charisma, dressing for your body type, and developing your signature style. She keeps it simple (love that the first section is called "Beauty Without Vanity"!), offers lots of helpful tips, tools, and suggestions for everything from hair and makeup to downsizing your closet to shopping wisely. She even addresses the seasons of life and how your needs and styles change as you transition from one to another. Really helpful, beginning to end.

Jill gives you practical information you can start using right away. It is a wonderful book, I gave as gifts too.

This book is full of wisdom, clearly written and illustrated. Jill's got a common sense approach to style that makes women of any age shine. I was so impressed I arranged for my daughter to have a one on one session with Jill after reading the book - it was a once in a lifetime experience!
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